Current Ideas in diabetes after 100 years of insulin discovery: Irisin as a promising target molecule in diabetes metabolism
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Abstract:
Insulin discovery formed the base of classical thinking of diabetes treatment mechanism. The classical model divides diabetes into two types IDDM (Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus) and NIDDM (Non-Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus). As a result, clinical practices in diabetes became insulin centric and focused on quantitatively controlling the blood glucose levels by medications. However, research advances in last few decades in fields like molecular biology, genomics, proteomics, immunology, endocrinology and systems biology generated new knowledge in Life Sciences. The new advances in systems biology and pathways analysis are indicating the presence of other factors which could be new targets for diabetes treatment. These players not only contribute to the treatment of diabetes but also makes way for its reversibility through neuro-endocrine pathways. Computational Biology helps us to carry out the in-silico studies of these factors which further helps in the drug discovery process. One of the key molecules in this pathway is myokine called irisin. Through computation we have made an attempt of basic scientific study of the role of irisin in diabetes.
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